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Yamaha XJ Seca Claimed power: If the test of a good design is longevity, the XJ engine line
must be considered one of the best. In continuous production from to , the air-cooled,
eight-valve DOHC inline four has been available around the world in , , , , and cc form. The first
XJ was the , launched in , with the joining it a year later. More than just a on a diet, the Yamaha
XJ Seca was essentially all new. Unlike the , which used gears for primary drive, the Seca
crankshaft drove a hydraulically tensioned Hy-Vo chain to a jackshaft carrying the clutch and
alternator. The jackshaft provided gear drive to the 6-speed transmission, which, unlike the
stacked shafts of the 5-speed , was laid out horizontally. A conventional steel tube frame and
swingarm ran on cast alloy wheels fitted with a single front disc brake and rear drum. Also
conventional was the non-adjustable front fork, with dual shocks adjustable for preload at the
rear. The idea was to create extra swirl in the combustion chamber and therefore more efficient
combustion. Did it work? The idea was that the owner got a warning to top up the oil in the wet
sump before it got so low that oil pressure was lost â€” a potential engine-saver. The Seca
punched above its weight on the strip, too. Period tests achieved standing quarter-mile times
below 13 seconds and a top speed of mph. That kind of performance was cc Superbike territory
a decade earlier. Power delivery was progressive, but with a real rush over 6,rpm and with
power peaking at 10,rpm. So the engine liked to be revved, but it was also reported to be docile
in traffic. On the road, the Seca was smooth in operation with a large, comfortable seat, light
controls and the ability to spin along easily at highway speeds. It made a useful tourer, too:
both the seat and the gas tank were good for at least miles. That said, the suspension worked
better for solo riding than two-up. Steering and handling were sporty rather than racy, with a
fairly fast degree rake, but the undercarriage would ground well before tire traction ran out.
Though quicker around the track than many competitors, the Seca had to concede top class
honor to the tauter, more powerful GPz But the charm of the Yamaha XJ Seca lay in its
good-natured rideability, lively performance, quality construction and grin factor. Someone was
always ready to ride it away. The GPz was the bike to catch in the class in the early Eighties.
Period tests on the dyno showed a power boost from 43hp to 54hp 58hp by , accomplished by
increasing compression from 9. However, the engine needed to be revved above 7,rpm to get
that extra boost, resulting in just 45mpg eight fewer than the Yamaha XJ Seca when ridden
hard. A single disc 8. A useful feature of the GPz, especially for newbies, was an interlock
preventing the shifter moving from first to second with the bike at a standstill, making neutral
selection a snap. In shootouts, the GPz usually came out tops in its class. The 60mm x 44mm V4
screamed all the way to 12,rpm, with a flat torque curve that made for relaxed around-town
riding. The Honda VFF aced most comparos with other cc bikes, turning a But there was trouble
in paradise. Though not all Interceptors were affected, Honda fitted milder cams and smaller
carbs to VFs. This moved the powerband down the rev range and trimmed a couple of ponies
from its top-end, but added mid-range pull. This was my first bike! An older co-worker used it as
an everyday bike, and one day he expressed a willingness to sell it at a future date. My parents
ended up gifting me their old Toyota Corona wagon and I sold it for a few hundred to get the
loot to buy the bike. My co-worker even had a matching helmet for it! I bought it in the spring of
, my Senior year in HS. I still remember that I stayed home the Monday after I bought it, but
made sure to show up to the local pizza place where all of students ate lunch to show it off and
do a burnout, LOL I thought I was the coolest thing on 2 wheels back then! I still remember that
it had an aftermarket Supertrapp 4-in-1 exhaust pipe, but was otherwise stock. That was my only
source of transportation over the next 2 years. Always reliable. The only issue was cold starting
it in the dead of winter required a push start. So many memories. I feel honored to have owned
such a classic bike. I liked it so much I spent the winter customizing and painting it. I bought the
first Seca in south FL. I was in 12th grade and a greenhorn. I didn't even know how to ride It was
my only source of transportation for over the next two years and 22, miles. I went to my first
bike week in Daytona in the spring of with some friends who also had bikes I sold it after two
years to a good friend It was a great bike and very reliable. There's nothing like your first bike
I'm planning to get another classic soon Be safe out there and happy trails. What a deal! There
were a bunch of left-overs and I got a deal. In the article you wrote that it had shim-under-bucket
followers. I don't remember it that way, I thought that they were shim-over-bucket. There was a
two piece tool to get the shims out. Anyway, good article keep up the good work. Motorcycle
Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers,
newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign
In. Register Today! Kawasaki GPz Honda VFF. Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. Matty
McMatty. More Comments. Related Content. Classic Honda Motorcycles. Add to cart. Xs Print.
Chief Print. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the
Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world!
Join Today! Yamaha RX-V specs. Audio Amplifier Output Details. Response Bandwidth.

Signal-To-Noise Ratio. Total Harmonic Distortion. Audio System Type. AV receiver. AV
components. Built-in Decoders. Surround Sound Effects. Surround System Class. DSP Preset
Qty. DSP Presets. Additional Features. Bass Control. Treble Control. Built-in Clock. Power
Device Type. CD CD type. Header Brand. Product Line. Packaged Quantity. Built-in Display
Type. Tuner Response Bandwidth. Miscellaneous Timer. Amplifier Input Impedance. Input
Sensitivity. Frequency Response. Channel Type. Channel Qty. Radio Tuner Type. Tuner Bands.
Tuning Display. Preset Station Qty. Auto Preset Memory. Antenna Form Factor. Coaxial Digital
Input. Optical Digital Input. Optical Digital Output. Cassette System Type. DVD Type. Remote
Control Type. Remote Control Technology. Accessories Supported Devices. Audio
Specifications Type. Amplifier, Radio tuner. MD System Type. Power Form Factor. Internal
Storage Type. S-Video to component video conversion. Connections Type. Connector Type.
Connector Location. AV Furniture Type. If you have any problems opening files please read the
download FAQ. All files are provided under strict licence and reproduction without prior
permission or for financial gain is strictly prohibited. If you have additional documentation
please consider donating a copy to our free archive. Login or register to post reviews. Reviewed
Apr 08th, by stagalion. I was given this machine by a guy, who probably thought it didn't work
because the display bulb was burnt. Anyway, maybe the Arcam and the Yammy have some
magic going on. A real sleeper of a receiver! Reviewed Oct 26th, by Yetiritter. I know the RX
since it came out and have still one at home. It was in the second best stereo receiver from
Yamaha and disposes strong power amplifiers. The design is timelessy beautiful and the sound
is incredible good. It has a very natural sound and pleasant soft basses. The chassis, including
the rotary controls, are metal. The volume control and also the input switch are motorized.
Reviewed Apr 14th, by allopeanut. Quite surprising for a receiver. The fm is quite good ,
although not on par with a seperate higher end tuner , does a good job. I hooked up an arcam
cd player and the stereo image is quite pleasing but the highs are a bit agressive. This might be
the speakers. This website is not affiliated with or sponsored by Yamaha. To purchase RX
spares or accessories, please contact the company via their website or visit an authorised
retailer. Search Login. Gallery Requests Search. Yamaha Stereo Receivers RX Reviewed Oct
26th, by Yetiritter I know the RX since it came out and have still one at home. Reviewed Apr
14th, by allopeanut Quite surprising for a receiver. Create new account Request new password.
Gallery Images. If you have any problems opening files please read the download FAQ. All files
are provided under strict licence and reproduction without prior permission or for financial gain
is strictly prohibited. If you have additional documentation please consider donating a copy to
our free archive. Login or register to post reviews. Reviewed Nov 20th, by Lfreitaz. Just bought
this unit in third hand at least from a guy that was using it to power 2 PA cabinets. Brought it
home, plugged it in and all working as expected. No scratch noises on the pots or knobs. Some
scratches on the chassis but nothing awful. Didn't have had time to test it sound properly but I
give it 5 stars just for the built quality and lack of any faults despite it's 20 years of age. Didn't
come with the remote, but I'm old school so no problem. The top cover has some minor issues
with rust and scratches so I decided to remove the rust and spry paint it. When done will look
even better. Reviewed Dec 01st, by victor vector. I have this amplifier. Good power , probably
underrated output more than the 85 WPC quoted. The build quality is typical of Yamaha , quite
robust and solid. Reviewed May 07th, by murkywader. Excellent amp for its price, very good
built-in phono. One of my favorites and I had an opportunity to compare a lot. Reviewed Jul
01st, by NKoval. Reviewed Nov 10th, by vpi The bad press on this amp is not accurate. The
specs are very good and adjustable to suit your personal musical taste. Very pleased with this
amp. Reviewed Jun 28th, by Pierovio. This website is not affiliated with or sponsored by
Yamaha. To purchase AX spares or accessories, please contact the company via their website
or visit an authorised retailer. Search Login. Gallery Requests Search. Yamaha Integrated
Amplifiers AX Reviewed Nov 20th, by Lfreitaz Just bought this unit in third hand at least from a
guy that was using it to power 2 PA cabinets. Reviewed Dec 01st, by victor vector I have this
amplifier. Reviewed May 07th, by murkywader Excellent amp for its price, very good built-in
phono. Reviewed Jul 01st, by NKoval extra class sound quality in this amplifier. Reviewed Jun
28th, by Pierovio I am very happy. Create new account Request new password. Gallery Images.
Yamaha's next-gen Helm Master EX brings expanded control to even more boaters. Four is the
magic number for Yamaha Pro Anglers. Introducing the Yamaha Power Pay Program Purchase a
Yamaha Outboard from a Yamaha dealer, register for Power Pay, participate in a Yamaha
sanctioned tournament and profit from being the highest-place finisher. Power and reliability
have their perks. For more than 30 years, Yamaha Outboards have delivered far more than
superior power, performance and efficiency. Purpose-built from the ground up to withstand the
rigors of offshore boating, the XTO introduces a new class of extreme offshore power and
reliability. It produces a mind-blowing 96 amps of net charging power in NEUTRALâ€”all while

powering endless onboard tech and keeping the starting batteries charged. It joins the other
members of the V MAX SHO family in expanding from a bass boat solution to multi-species,
pontoon, and other applications. It's exciting news for all sorts of anglers and boaters. See Offer
Details. See New Product. Yamaha powers fourth consecutive Angler of the Year! See the Full
Story. Power up your winnings Introducing the Yamaha Power Pay Program Purchase a Yamaha
Outboard from a Yamaha dealer, register for Power Pay, participate in a Yamaha sanctioned
tournament and profit from being the highest-place finisher. Learn More and Register. It's Still
All About Reliability. Legendary Yamaha Reliability. Explore XTO Offshore. Click for the 7-Day
Forecast See when the fish are biting! Our patented Shift Dampener System Redesigned and
added to more props. Find the right components for your rig Explore rigging options. Find Your
Nearest Dealer. Make Yamaha. Must sell! Will sell for what is owed! Reddish copper beauty!
Model CC DT1. Mono shock. Heavy duty front rim. Runs good. Good condition. Help me clean
out the garage. Bill of Sale available. All questions welcome. Email or call before 9pm for info.
This bike is in good condition - ready to ride! Fantastic beginner bike, especially if you like
wrenching! It has a center stand, two keys, really comfortable seat, and I am including the
saddle bags pictured and extra spark plugs. Clean title on hand. I have the receipt to prove all
part improvements and servicing recently done. There is a scratch on the gas tank, missing
horn button, and small rust hole on the exhaust pipe dime size. Other than that it's a really fun
ride. Model XJ Maxim. Yamaha designed the high-performance XJ as a four-cylinder with chain
drive, and built it specifically as a special cruiser. Cycle magazine said in "After the wide
proliferation of special styling, it's easy to forget what a landmark bike the Maxim is The was
striking, controversial, sensational, and wildly successful in showrooms. This one is in great
condition. It runs and rides just as good as it looks!! Each bike goes through rigorous
inspection, cleaning and examination before we feel comfortable considering it a part of our
inventory and available for sale. Once we are through with our thorough inspections and
cleanings and the bike has been approved for sale, we photograph it from all angles. The
picture views assure to our clients that the bike is in good condition and there are no flaws to
hide, which is important to both us and to our online buyers. Be sure to check out brennys dot
com for this, and lots of other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!! Model YZF. All backed by legendary
Yamaha durability so you can ride for years to come! Model TT-R Racy styling meets total
user-friendliness in the new TT-R This one's built to take whatever you can dish out and keep
on thumping. Salvage tile is only reason selling so cheap. It needs to move from where it's
currently parked ASAP or it will be towed. It doesn't run right now but it did run 2 weeks ago. I'm
pretty sure it's some thing simple to get it to run from what my boyfriend said. I don't have the
pink slip but can provide a bill of sale. I need to sell this bike fast, hence the cheap price.
Serious inquiries only please. The bike is located in Hollister. I have two of these bikes the other
one is a 81 I've been using it for a parts bike I'm letting them go together. I've had the 82 running
the other day it will need an oil change maybe some carb cleaner ran through it and the chain
lubed and adjusted. This is a good deal I've priced them to go This is a "Project Bike" purchase
by my son several years ago, but he was unable to secure parts for it due to its age. It ran when
it was put in storage, but has not been started in several years and needs a new clutch. A solid
vintage motorcycle in pretty decent shape, this would be a great project bike for somebody that
has the expertise to restore it or a great parts bike for somebody working on this vintage of
motorcycle. Model Maxim XJ Runs great. Minor problem with turn signals. Its got new tires, a
brand new clutch and cable and a brand new battery. Ive done a partial tune up but the only
thing it needs is new plugs. Its daily driver, easy, but also sporty. Its the four cylinder so its a
fun, fast bike but gets 55mpg. It needs a new paintjob, because of the previous owner using a
rattlecan, but thats easy. I was gonna do it but I figured I would let the new owner pick the color.
Gresham, OR. Fairbury, IL. Fort Rice, ND. Greenwood, IN. Waterford, MI. Lebanon, OH. Lyles,
TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Maxim Year - Make Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month.
Charles, Missouri. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. This PSR is in very good working order but only fair
cosmetically. The floppy drive works, the screen is bright and clear and all of the keys play just
as they should. Cosmetically it has some yellowing on the key that doesn't show up well in the
photos along with some scuffs and scratches and dents in the speaker grills and a small crack
by the music rest slot. It includes a power adapter. Yamaha PSRseries keyboards have always
been powerful, now they're also colorful. The color changes by function to simplify operation.
Yamaha's remarkable new Music Database makes playing songs a simple proposition as well.
Choose from over song titles in the database and the PSR will set itself up for that song.
Yamaha improved the PSR's sound over its predecessor by more than doubling the voice
memory and by adding new voices and styles. Music Database. Set up the entire keyboard by

selecting a song title. Learning the many sounds and features of a Portable Keyboard has never
been easier. Press the Music Database button, select a song and start playing. Each database
title configures the PSR with the most appropriate instrument selection, style accompaniment,
effect settings and tempo. Large, back-lit, multi-color LCD. Display with full dot for an
easy-to-read screen: The screen on the PSR changes color according to the selected mode
making operation even easier and more intuitive. This allows you, at a glance, to know if you're
in Style mode, Song mode or Record mode. Presently there are approximately 45 million XG
users in the world and this opens up a lot of unique opportunities to XG-compatible keyboards.
There are special styles and songs available from Yamaha and on the Internet that take
advantage of this wonderful technology. It is the sound format for the 21st century; however,
XG is fully backward compatible to GM for sharing your music with people that don't have the
XG advantage. Provide the most realistic voices: Yamaha dedicates extra time and resources to
these special voices. The "Cool" Electric Guitar is wonderful for playing songs from the 50's on
up to the present. This voice is also used to give more authenticity to some of the styles in the
The Sweet Tenor and Sweet Trumpet are remarkable in their authenticity and you'll be
absolutely amazed by the Sweet Flute. When you strike the key harder, you hear the "chiff"
sound that flute players make. You won't believe the sound is coming from a keyboard. Direct
Access. Instantly call up specific functions in the LCD screen: We've all experienced drilling
down through pages and pages to get to the function we want. Direct Access to the rescue! Just
press the Direct Access button and the button of the feature you want and the screen changes
immediately to that feature. For example: If you want to change the auto accompaniment from
Fingered Mode chords on the left side of the keyboard to full keyboard mode play the just like a
piano , simply press Direct Access and then press the Auto Accompaniment button. The screen
changes and you select Full Keyboard Mode. It's fast and it's easy. Play any type of music:
Yamaha introduces some great new styles in the PSR No matter what style of music you want to
play, we're sure you'll find what you're looking for. Over styles from standard 8 and beat to
ballad, swing and country, are provided all of which have been arranged by top professional
musicians from around the world. On top of this, you can expand the list of styles via the floppy
disk drive. The PSR lets you record up to three original User styles that can be used for auto
accompaniment in the same way as the preset styles. User Style data can also be saved to and
loaded from floppy disk. Many people from around the world are sharing styles that they have
created on Yamaha keyboards using the Internet. Just type "Yamaha Styles" into your search
engine, copy the file s to a floppy disk and insert the disk into your PSR It's that easy. You can
also purchase additional styles for your keyboard from Yamaha MusicSoft. The PSR is the first
in the line to offer track recording. It is the equivalent of having a recording studio right in the
keyboard. And if you make a timing mistake, or want to change the sound or remix the volume
on each track, the PSR will let you get in and save these edits. You can record directly to floppy
disk and transfer the songs into a computer or simply connect the PSR directly to your
computer. Computer Connectivity. Purchase music software, like Xgworks from Yamaha, and
you'll have the ability to edit and print your own sheet music. Stereo 2-way speakers with bass
ports. Create a dynamic sound system: The great looks of the PSR are only surpassed by its
great sound. The bass ports add that bottom end punch and the tweeters deliver that sizzle on
the top end. Because Yamaha keyboards are stereo not just 2 speakers you can pan the
different tracks you record to get the mix just right. Footswitch Pedal Jack. These functions are
saved, with all other settings, to any of the Registration Setups for hands free operation of the
keyboard. It is important to remember that when buying a used keyboard it may not operate or
look exactly like a new one. Used keyboards develop wear over time that can cause such items
as function buttons, knobs, sliders etc. Our technician does check these items and if they are
deemed unusable they are replaced but some function buttons may require more pressure or
manipulation to make the appropriate changes. Cosmetically your used keyboard may have
scuffs, scratches, cracks to plastic pieces, discolored keys or other visual impairments that
might not show up in the photos. We try to mention any obvious visual imperfections but may
not consider them serious enough to post in the listing. Out of stock. Current Stock:. Features
Music Database Set up the entire keyboard by selecting a song title. Large, back-lit, multi-color
LCD Display with full dot for an easy-to-read screen: The screen on the PSR changes color
according to the selected mode making operation even easier and more intuitive. Direct Access
Instantly call up specific functions in the LCD screen: We've all experienced drilling down
through pages and pages to get to the function we want. MusicSoft Many people from around
the world are sharing styles that they have created on Yamaha keyboards using the Internet.
Stereo 2-way speakers with bass ports Create a dynamic sound system: The great looks of the
PSR are only surpassed by its great sound. Videos Hide Videos Show Videos. Customers Also
Viewed. Related Products. Add to Cart. The Good Two-zone 6. The Bad For this much money,

we'd expect onscreen menus. The Bottom Line Yamaha's midline receiver sounds especially
fine on music but doesn't neglect its home-theater gusto. Visit for details. Intro Yamaha's
midprice RX-V receiver doesn't boast the latest gee-whiz autosetup features or look like it
belongs in a museum of modern art, but it sounds darn good. And unlike a lot of competing
models that excel on surround-sound DVDs but fall flat when playing music, the RX-V is adept
at both. As a bonus, this is the least-expensive receiver we've tested to offer lip-sync delay
compensation. Yamaha's traditional styling lacks the pizzazz of the new Harman Kardon and
Sharp receivers, but the look and feel of its controls is useful and intuitive. The orange display
is easy to see yet won't sear your eyeballs at night. Measuring With its mercifully low button
count, the slender remote is a model of restrained design, yet it still offers direct access to a
bevy of surround settings and a complete DVD player control contingent. Yamaha's simplified
setup option, Basic Set-Up, streamlines the process, but it isn't much easier than the more
complete routine. If an easy, comprehensive, and accurate autosetup feature is important to
you, check out Pioneer's VSX-DK instead. Lacking onscreen displays, you're stuck using only
the RX-V's front panel. The Yamaha RX-V's adjustable lip sync 0 to milliseconds is intended for
use with digital video displays or sources whose images lag behind audio signals. The delay
lets you synchronize the audio and video, which is a great feature if you're sensitive to lip-sync
issues. Connectivity is pretty good, though not exceptional. The RX-V also offers three digital
audio optical inputs and one coaxial in; there's one optical digital output. Multiroom provisions
include stereo outputs, a remote jack set, and a volt trigger control. The Yamaha RX-V offers
high-quality sound at an affordable price, but some users may Be respectful, keep it civil and
stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read.
Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Design 7. Features 7.
Performance 8. Review Sections Review Specs. Continue to next page. Best AV Receivers for
All best av receivers. More Best Products All best products. Don't know what to watch tonight?
Here are some of the best movies Netflix has to offer. Need a LastPass alternative? This is the
best free password manager we've found. No more excuses; start using Bitwarden today. The
identity you save could be your own HBO Max has come up with some gems of original content.
Searching for a great show to watch tonight? Let's round up Amazon's best gems. States
couldn't afford to wait for the FCC's broadband maps to improve. So they didn't. Galaxy S21
camera comparison: Not what I expected. Concerns over biased algorithms grow as computers
make more decisions. Discuss Yamaha RX-V Yamaha XJ Seca Claimed power: If the test of a
good design is longevity, the XJ engine line must be considered one of the best. In continuous
production from to , the air-cooled, eight-valve DOHC inline four has been available around the
world in , , , , and cc form. The first XJ was the , launched in , with the joining it a year later.
More than just a on a diet, the Yamaha XJ Seca was essentially all new. Unlike the , which used
gears for primary drive, the Seca crankshaft drove a hydraulically tensioned Hy-Vo chain to a
jackshaft carrying the clutch and alternator. The jackshaft provided gear drive to the 6-speed
transmission, which, unlike the stacked shafts of the 5-speed , was laid out horizontally. A
conventional steel tube frame and swingarm ran on cast alloy wheels fitted with a single front
disc brake and rear drum. Also conventional was the non-adjustable front fork, with dual shocks
adjustable for preload at the rear. The idea was to create extra swirl in the combustion chamber
and therefore more efficient combustion. Did it work? The idea was that the owner got a
warning to top up the oil in the wet sump before it got so low that oil pressure was lost â€” a
potential engine-saver. The Seca punched above its weight on the strip, too. Period tests
achieved standing quarter-mile times below 13 seconds and a top speed of mph. That kind of
performance was cc Superbike territory a decade earlier. Power delivery was progressive, but
with a real rush over 6,rpm and with power peaking at 10,rpm. So the engine liked to be revved,
but it was also reported to be docile in traffic. On the road, the Seca was smooth in operation
with a large, comfortable seat, light controls and the ability to spin along easily at highway
speeds. It made a useful tourer, too: both the seat and the gas tank were good for at least miles.
That said, the suspension worked better for solo riding than two-up. Steering and handling were
sporty rather than racy, with a fairly fast degree rake, but the undercarriage would ground well
before tire traction ran out. Though quicker around the track than many competitors, the Seca
had to concede top class honor to the tauter, more powerful GPz But the charm of the Yamaha
XJ Seca lay in its good-natured rideability, lively performance, quality construction and grin
factor. Someone was always ready to ride it away. The GPz was the bike to catch in the class in
the early Eighties. Period tests on the dyno showed a power boost from 43hp to 54hp 58hp by ,
accomplished by increasing compression from 9. However, the engine needed to be revved
above 7,rpm to get that extra boost, resulting in just 45mpg eight fewer than the Yamaha XJ
Seca when ridden hard. A single disc 8. A useful feature of the GPz, especially for newbies, was
an interlock preventing the shifter moving from first to second with the bike at a standstill,

making neutral selection a snap. In shootouts, the GPz usually came out tops in its class. The
60mm x 44mm V4 screamed all the way to 12,rpm, with a flat torque curve that made for relaxed
around-town riding. The Honda VFF aced most comparos with other cc bikes, turning a But
there was trouble in paradise. Though not all Interceptors were affected, Honda fitted milder
cams and smaller carbs to VFs. This moved the powerband down the rev range and trimmed a
couple of ponies from its top-end, but added mid-range pull. This was my first bike! An older
co-worker used it as an everyday bike, and one day he expressed a willingness to sell it at a
future date. My parents ended up gifting me their old Toyota Corona wagon and I sold it for a
few hundred to get the loot to buy the bike. My co-worker even had a matching helmet for it! I
bought it in the spring of , my Senior year in HS. I still remember that I stayed home the Monday
after I bought it, but made sure to show up to the local pizza place where all of students ate
lunch to show it off and do a burnout, LOL I thought I was the coolest thing on 2 wheels back
then! I still remember that it had an aftermarket Supertrapp 4-in-1 exhaust pipe, but was
otherwise stock. That was my only source of transportation over the next 2 years. Always
reliable. The only issue was cold starting it in the dead of winter required a push start. So many
memories. I feel honored to have owned such a classic bike. I liked it so much I spent the winter
customizing and painting it. I bought the first Seca in south FL. I was in 12th grade and a
greenhorn. I didn't even know how to ride It was my only source of transportation for over the
next two years and 22, miles. I went to my first bike week in Daytona in the spring of with some
friends who also had bikes I sold it after two years to a good friend It was a great bi
volvo s60 fuse box
honda pilot forum
1999 honda accord fuse box diagram
ke and very reliable. There's nothing like your first bike I'm planning to get another classic soon
Be safe out there and happy trails. What a deal! There were a bunch of left-overs and I got a
deal. In the article you wrote that it had shim-under-bucket followers. I don't remember it that
way, I thought that they were shim-over-bucket. There was a two piece tool to get the shims out.
Anyway, good article keep up the good work. Motorcycle Classics is America's premier
magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long
motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today!
Kawasaki GPz Honda VFF. Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. Matty McMatty. More
Comments. Related Content. Classic Honda Motorcycles. Add to cart. Xs Print. Chief Print. How
To Repair Your Motorcycle. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS
The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join Today!

